
Massachusetts  man  dies  of
COVID  while  waiting  for
hospital bed
Days after Thanksgiving, Antonios “Tony” Tsantinis, 68, of
East Brookfield announced on his business’s social media page
that he would be closing the doors of his restaurant, Athens
Pizza, because he and his companion Angela DiUlio had both
contracted COVID-19.

As  Tsantinis’s  condition  worsened,  his  daughter  Rona
Tsantinis-Roy brought him to a Southbridge hospital. However,
as the illness progressed the hospital realized that they
could not provide the care he needed so they began to call
around for an available hospital bed.

After days of trying to find Tsantinis a bed within a 75 miles
area,  the  hospital  found  one  in  Connecticut.  Sadly,  his
condition was so dire – he was on a ventilator and his kidneys
failed to the point that he needed dialysis – that moving him
was not an option.

Shortly after, Antonios “Tony” Tsantinis passed away.

Tsantinis was an anti-vaxxer and therefore was not vaccinated.

The  Brimfield  Fire  Department  who  considered  Tsantinis  a
friend released a statement after hearing about his passing:

“With  heavy  hearts,  we  would  like  to  take  a  moment  to
acknowledge  the  passing  of  a  friend  of  ours.  Antonios
Tsantinis- or as most know him “Tony” from Athens Pizza.

He was always a friendly face whether you chatted in town or
while stopping in to pick up lunch or dinner. Countless times,
Tony and Angela stayed open late to make sure the fire and
highway  departments  had  food  during  long  storms-  always
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throwing in extra drinks and chips to make sure we had enough.

A family man and a successful business owner are only two
things on a long list of good Tony has done. Our thoughts and
prayers are with his family at this time.

Brimfield lost a good one, Rest In Peace Tony.”
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